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STUDIES IN THE EGYPTIAN MEDICAL TEXTS-II 
By WARREN R. DAWSON 

(Continued from Journal, XVIII, 150-4) 

5. The herb J'\. 
cc 

IN 1894, lVI. Victor Loret devoted a detailed study to the plant nutt, which he identified with 
four different herbs according to the epithets attached to the word. He examined the former 
identifications of Brugsch, Luring, Lieblein, Stern, and others, of mItt with the Coptic 
.uEe~IO, Crocus hortensis, and gave good reasons for relinquishing this supposed 
equivalence. M. Loret finally arrived at the conclusion that mItt is the Coptic .un, equated 

in the Scalae with the Arabic u-9)JI, celery of various species. For the grounds upon which 
lVI. Loret based his conclusions, reference must be made to his paper.1 

On carefully re-examining the occurrences of the word in the medical and other Egyptian 
texts, I find myself unable to agree with lVI. Loret's identification and now have to submit 
another alternative which appears to me to suit the requirements of the case better. The 
clue which led me to the identification I now propose is to be. found in a text hitherto over
looked by those who have interested themselves in the identification of mItt. The text to 
which I refer is in the Leiden magical papyrus I, 348. In this text there is a list of the parts 
of the body, each ascribed to a god; it begins on vs. 5. 5 and extends to 6. 2. In lines 5.8 to 
6. 	1 the following series occurs: 

"His phallus is Bebo; ~~r\\~~~n::, ~I~\\t.=; his thighs are Isis and Neph
thys" etc. 

It may be noted that inswi, "testicles", corresponds to ~ - r}.~ in the similar lists at 
Biban el-Mulllk. 2 In the Leiden list, as in all others,3 each part of the body is associated with 
a god or a goddess, and it is therefore very significant that in the passage just quoted, the 
name of a fruit should rank as equal to a divinity. This fact of itself suggests that the fruit 
in question is one of outstanding magical significance. There was indeed a goddess mItt, as 
we know from a passage inscribed upon a middle-kingdom coffin from Beni Basan, published 
by lVI. Lacau. The passage in question reads as follows: . 
>:~~'-'~I I JJ!La>.q~ot6]&~=~~lfi:4 " Oh MI tt, daughter of the gods, b1trsting into 

leaf (lit. "making a growing") to shield me." 
Probably also it is this goddess who is referred to in the Pyramid Texts (§ 1440 e): 
P. 650. r:- >=0~~~ r etc. 
P.727. r:->~\\t.O.-1J} r etc. 

lVI. 751. r:->~1j~ r etc. 
The determinatives in these parallel texts are significant, as we shall see. 
In the Leiden text, however, the actual plant is referred to, not its personification as a 

goddess. Not only is the god-determinative absent (though invariably present elsewhere), 
but a particular part of the plant, its fruit, is specified. We have accordingly to find a magical 
plant the fruit of which resembles the testicles of a man. In the Syriac medical manuscript 

1 Eec. de tmv., XVI (1894), 4-11. 2 E. Naville, Litanie d1t Soleil (Leipzig, 1875), PIs. 14, 20,21, and 32. 

3 I have given a complete list in my Magician and Leech (London, 1929), p. 60. 

4 Annales du Sen:ice, v (1904), p. 235. 
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published by Sir Ernest Budge,l a long and interesting passage is devoted t.!) the !Ylagic8.1 
virtues of a piant which can be none other than the mandrake. In this passage it is said: 
"and after the flower of this root ... hath died away, there remain on the top thereof two 
little balls which are like the testicles of a man." One of the Arabic names of the mandrake 
is "devil's testicles", and the " male mandrake", well known in folk-lore, thus receives a 
plausible explanation.2 It seems to me not impossible that the association with testicles 
accounts for the determinatives in the Pyramid Texts, and may have influenced the New
Egyptian writings ~ and ~ which often occur. 

In the temple of Edfu, it is stated that mJtt grows in the Delta, 3 and in a stela of 
Ramesses IV occurs the phrase" I have not cut the corn before it was ripe [lit. "in its small
ness "] nor the mJtt before it was counted".4 This would seem to imply that mJtt was a culti
vated plant. 

In the medical papyri mJtt generally occurs "Without any qualification, but sometimes an 
epithet is added, i.e. :' (var. t ~ ~c>,~..), "of the Delta", and~, "of a foreign country " . 
There are thus two kinds of mJtt, one indigenous (or introduced and acclimatized) in Egypt, 
and growing in the Delta, the other imported from a foreign country. These two species I 
propose to equate provisionally with Mandragora autumnalis, Bertol., of the Mediterranean 
region, and M. officinarum, L., which is common in Syria and Palestine. In the following 
references to mJtt in the medical papyri, the letters D (Delta) and F (foreign) are added 
whenever these distinctions are indicated in the texts themselves. The letters E, B, H, and 
L refer respectively to the Ebers, Berlin, Heal"St, and London Medical Papyri, and the 
numbers in brackets to the sections of Wreszinsl\i's edition of these texts. 

External Uses 

For burns: E 68.6 (487)==L 15.5 (51); E 69. 10 (502) D. 
For pain generally: H 9.13 (135). 
For the rectum: E 32.1 (145). 
For the eyes : E 57. 12 (352); E 58. 20 (363), mJtt brayed in cold water. 
For sore tongue: E 85. 20 (701). . 
For mouth (mouthwash for gumboils or similar): E 72. 17 (555). 
For toothache (mouthwash): E 89.13 (748). 
For the ear: B vs. 2. 7 (200). 
For" heat" (? fever): B 7. 11 (87). 
For pain in right side: E 90.8 (758) D+F. 
For the stomach: E 39. 20 (198 c), mItt.-1l 0 

For vaginal contraction: E 96. 8 (822)::;'utt pounded in cow's milk. 
For stiff joints or muscles: E 82. 5 (655) = H 9. 4 (124), prt mItt; E 84. 2 (675) 

prt; E 84. 7 (677) prt;E 84. 17 (682); for ditto in leg E 77. 13 (610) prt; E 79. 21 
(634). 

For ~I~="'=-(~I: E 76.6 (594). 
'For sfwt n mt (? varicose veins): H 8.13 (113), mJtt pounded with fat. 
For W(uw: E 26. 5 (111); E 26. 8 (112). 

I Syrian Anatomy, Pathology and Therapeutics (Oxford, 1912), IT, 70S. 
2 R. Campbell Thompson, ASS1JTian Herbal (1924), 189. 
3 J. de Rouge, InseT. et notices recueillies aEdfou, PI. cvi. 
4 K Piehl, A.Z., XXTI (1S84) ,39, n. 1S-19. Dr. Gardiner informs me that the det. of !Isb should be Cl and 

not ~ 11S in the text, and that I:Y is to be taken temporally as fi)~.
I I I 
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Internal Uses 

For pain generally: B 13. 2 (153) F; in belly. B 14. 2 (157), D+F. 
For induration of right side E 43. 6 (209), D+F. 
For bladder and urination: E 50. 13- 14 (282) = H 5. 2 (68), D + F. 
For contraception: B vs. 1. 2 (192). 
For l!lJ<:,~:l E 55.17 (334). 
For influence c:~~: E 45. 23 (236); E 45.14 (231) , D; E 45.4 (226), D; E 45.7 

(227); E 45. 9 (228); E 35.13 (182) = H 1. 17 (16), prt. 
The above-named medicinal uses of the plant mItt are consistent with those to which the 

mandrake was put by ancient medical writers. It would be out of place to discuss here the 
many interesting references to the medical and magical uses of the plant, as these have 
frequently been dealt with by various authors.2 The medicinal uses indicated by the Egyp
tian papyri postulate a sweet, palatable, mildly astringent herb, and other texts define it as 
growing in the Delta or imported from foreign lands. The magical uses to expel the" influence" 
of gods, the dead, adversaries, and other malign beings are also noteworthy. 

Actual specimens of mandrake-fruits were identified in the floral wreaths on the mummy 
of Tut(ankhamiin,:3 and it is possible that some of the fruits represented in numerous 
banqueting scenes may be intended for those of the mandrake. 

It was formerly believed that didi was the Egyptian word for mandrake, an error first 
made by Brugsch, who sought to identify it with the Hebrew dudaim.4 This was long ago 
shown to be erroneous by M. Henri Gauthier,5 who demonstrated that didi was not a plant 
but a mineral, and more recently I have tried to define more closely its real nature. 6 

In conclusion, I might throw out the suggestion that the word mItt may possibly be akin 
to >~If!!\~, a word meaning some part of the body, which occurs in a magical text. 7 It 
seems also possible that this word may mean testicles, a meaning appropriate to the context, 
and that it may be the same as the word ~~ \\ LJ , "Hoden", quoted in the Wb. d. aeg. Spr., 
Il, 28, but which I cannot investigate in the absence of references. 

(See additional note, below, p. 137.) 

6. The drug~ ~I ~ I 

In the medical texts this drug occurs in various prescriptions for external application. 
It is never used for internal doses, and was therefore unpalatable or poisonous. Two kinds 
are mentioned, those of Upper Egypt and the Delta. In the following references, these are 
specified as U and D respectively. 

For muscles and joints: H7.15 (94), U; H16. 2 (237), U. 
For pain in fingers and toes: H 12.3 (174) = E 78.9 (617); U+D. 
For dressing for excised tumour: E 104. 4 (857 c). 
For the rectum (suppository): E 31. 9 (144). 

1 See J(mrnal, XVIII, 153, n. 2. 
2 For a long discussion with many references, see Sir J. G. Frazer, Folk Lore in the Old Testament (London, 

1919), n, 372-97 . For the medicinal uses see R. CampbeU Thompson, ASS1p1,an Herbal, 187-90; Dioscorides, 
De 111at. JYI ed., rv, 76; VI, 16; Pliny, Nat. Hist., XXXV, 94; Ceisus, De Re 111edica, v, 25, 1; Ibn al·Beitbar 
(ed. Lcclerc), Nos. 422, 1156, 1177,2033, 2034,2180,2300, 2301; F.Ll. Griffitb and Sir Herbert Thompson 
Demotic 111agical Papyrus, I, 150, 151; W. R. Dawson, American Druggist, Aug. 1925, etc. 

3 P . E. Newberry in Howard Carter's Tomb of Tutankhamen, IT, 192. 4 Kz., XXIX (1891), 31-3. 
5 Re1YUe Egyptologique , XI (1904), 1-15. 6 Journ. Royal Asiatic Soc., 1927,497-503. 
7 A. H. Gardiner and others, Theban Ostraca (1913), p. 14 (Ostracon C 1, line 6). 
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For the eyes: E 55. 21 +56.2 (326), V+D; E 57.3 (345), U; E 59. 2 (366) V; E 59.5 
(9-67 \ TT. Ti' KO 1 Q /Qtc!Q\ TT . 1i' ,,(\ 1 A (grlA\ TT. T.l ~A < A ("'-" ~ T. '" "'0 .-, (377) U· 
, ..... '/' ......... , ... ~ v v . .LV \vvvj, v , ..t.:J <.lv • .!":t \ IV;' U, D t);:t. l~ v/4.), l) , .L.:.J v .,c.;, " 


E 61. 5 (388) U; E 61. 16 (394), U; E 63.5 (419), U+D. 
The uses of this drug suggest one of the arsenic salts, orpiment or realgar (aavoapax'Y) and 

apaEvLKov of Greek writers). Orpiment was known to the Egyptians, and it 'was used by 
them as a pjgment.l As the mineral does not occur native jn Egypt, it must have been 
imported. In this case the varieties from Southern and Northern Egypt would be those 
imported respectively from Ethiopia and from Asia and marketed in the commercial centres 
of the two regions. Both kinds (red and yellow) were used by the Assyrians in medicine.2 

7. The word J:: (dets. ~, \), ~ ) 

In the medical texts the bnf of the ox, Ibdw-fish, and tortoise is used as a drug. The uses 
are as follows: 

External Uses 
For leucoma (fish): E 62. 6 (405). 
For !Jnsyt of scalp (fish): E 65. 6 (449). 
For skin-disease (ox): E 87. 10 (718). 
For ear-ache (ox): B. verso, 2. 8 (200). 
For boil or swelling (ox): E 104. 5 (857 c). 
For 100110 and pains (ox): E 26. 20 (117). 
For inflamed wound (ox): S 14. 4 (41) ; S 16. 9 (46). In the first of these" ox " is omitted 

in error, but evidently intended). 
For aphrodisiac (anoint phallus) (tortoise and fish): lVIag. Pap., unpublished, vs. 5. 

Internal Uses 
For vermifuge (ox): E 22. 7 (75). 
I do not know of any occurrence of the word outside the medical texts3 save in one 

passage only, which occurs in a l\1jddle Kingdom Coffin-text: g.iJ::~---J~~~=~ 
=}1~;4 "I am the bnf of Bg, the Lord of Serpents". Bd was a bull-god.5 

The medicinal uses of bnf are (save one) all external, which suggests a bitter and unpalat
able drug. The only internal use is significant, for it is a vermifuge, for which bitterness is 
most appropriate. The uses of bnf correspond to a remarkable degree with those of wdd, 
"gall"; the wdd of the ox, Ibdw-fish, and tortoise being especially frequent. The identification 
and uses of wdd I have dealt with elsewhere. 6 There can be little doubt that bnf and wdd are 
synonymous and both mean" gall". The determinatives of bnf have become generalized, but 
originally ~ and \) meant the gall-bladder, and ~ its secretion. 

The latest discussion of bnf is that of Prof. Breasted,7 who considers that it means dung 
or excrement. This interpretation, however, is inadmissible, for it does not take into account 
the most frequent determinatives ~ and \), nor the impossibility of collecting the excrement 
of a fish. 

In connexion with the aphrodisiac use of gall mentioned above, it may be noted that the 
1 A. Lucas in Howard Carter's Tomb of Tutankhamen, IT, ISO. Cr London-Leiden Mag. Pap., Verso, 3, IS. 
2 R. Campbell Thompson, The Chemistry of the Assyr'ians (1925), 43. Cf. E. Chassinat, Un pap1jTus 

medical copte (1921), S2. 
3 bnf in Pyr. 1464 (P. 782) is evidently an error for bnw-f as the duplicate texts show. 
4 P. Lacau, Textes Religieux, LXXV, line 7 (= Rec. de Trav. XXXI, 31). 5 Cj. A.Z., XLID (1906), 79. 
6 KZ., LX (1926), 21. 7 Eriwin Bm'ith B1Lrgical Papyrus, I , 381. 
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gall of ~ goat :is uSod in exactly the same \vevy L.~ the Londo!!-Leide~ Magic.al Papyrus 
(verso, 13. 7). 

8. The fish tJ ~}~ 
This fish is best lmown from its frequent mention in mythological texts as piloting the 

boat of the sun-god.1 
NI. Victor Loret considered that the lbdw is not a fish at all, but a species of tortoise 

(Trionyx aegyptiacus).2 His demonstration, however, is unconvincing, for the word always 
has the fish-determinative; never o{j or ~. His hypothesis, moreover, ignores the mytho
logical association of the fish with the sun-god3 whereas the tortoise was the deadly enemy of 
Rer. (ef. the frequent expression" Rer lives: the tortoise is dead".) The pictures of the 
Ibdw-fish swimming in front of the sun-god's boat, frequent on coffins, etc., are too conven
tionalized to enable us to fix the species, but it can at least be said with certainty that 
lbdw is a fish and not a reptile. 

1 See, e.g., the hymns to Re(, Pap. Ani, sheet 1, 1. 15; sheet 20, 1. 44; Pap. Xenni (Leiden) 2, line 13; 
Book of the Dead, 100 (Pap. Nu, line 9). 2 A.Z., xxx (1892), 25. 

3 In the" Litany of Seker" (Pap. B.11. 10188,2. 14) it is called the" pure lbdw-fish". Oj. also Pap. Berlin 
3027,2.5. 

Additional Note on Jilt 
c>c> 

Since Section 5 of the foregoing article was printed, Dr. Gardiner has shown me his transcription of an 
unpublished magical papyrus in Budapest, in which a prominent part is played by a magical plant called 
J'Il.t~+~'Il.t. Until the text is available for study, it cannot be known whether my conclusions will 
~e~d m~dification, but it seems likely that mItt, originally the name of a specific herb, may have become 
a generic term for magical plants of various kinds, just as ~ '-" 0, originally the sycomore tree, became 
a generic term for trees, and was compounded with the indirect genitive with the names of other trees, e.g. 
nht nt db; nht nt (ntiw. 

'1' 
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